
Sucking Eggs & Other Risk 
Management Practices 

 



What’s Your Risk & where is it? 

• Commodities 

• Exchange Rates 

• Macro-economic events 

• Lunatic dictators 
 

• Recent changes to UK FRS and UK GAAP mean that there is greater emphasis on identifying risk and greater liability on the board for failing to do so. 
Though every company should be diligent in identifying risk, they can only control so much.  

 



What Does that Risk Look Like? 

A 12 month Bloomberg chart showing the movement of GBP versus the Us Dollar, Oil, copper and the FTSE 350 share 
index. Note that none of these risks are either perfectly correlated, or perfectly inversely correlated, meaning none can 
be managed together and none cancel each other out. 



Getting To Grips With It 

• One component at a time 
• What do you want to achieve? 

– Brick fortress Set & Forget. Ideal for stable , forecastle cash flows (i.e ones backed up by supplier contracts) 

– Sandbags Building a flexible progressive hedge that allows price stability but builds in tenor and quantum  flexibility 

– Well manicured hedge Are you only doing this because you think you have to? What is the point of it? 

• Understanding What Could Go Wrong… 
– Floods 
– Strikes 
– Lunatic Dictators 
– “It does not do to leave a live dragon out of your 

calculations, if you live near him.” - J.R.R. Tolkien, The 
Hobbit 

– In all of the above there is a certain amount of unknown. You don’t have a crystal ball, but if it is reasonable to think that there could be issues, 
then ignoring them is reckless. 

 

 



Understanding Your Product 

• Forward Contract 

• Accumulator Knock Out 

• Risk Reversal  

• Participating Forward 

• Forward Extra 

• European ATMF 

• American OTMF 

• (that’s just page one) 
• Fully understand what you are engaging in. Complex isn’t necessarily better and is often more expensive. Run scenarios to understand what happens 

to your hedge if x happens. This will also bring up other scenarios and risks that you may not previously have factored. 

 



Committing To A Plan 

• Once you’re ready, act 

• Review your plan, is it working? 

• If not, why not? 

• If it ain’t broke don’t fix it 
• Reviewing your hedge performance is nearly as important as having a hedge in the first place. Changing your strategy of it doesn’t as you want it to is 

also strongly advised, though you won’t know it isn’t working until you review it. 

• If things are working, stick with it. Being tempted by another sales man with a fancy product is a risk in itself. Build a working relationship with your 
provider and understand that they are allowed to make money by helping you avoid risk and manage your treasury. If both counterparties have this 
mind-set it becomes more like a game of double when you’re on the same side, instead of a singles match when both of you are trying to beat 
eachother. 

 

 




